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PROPOSAL FOR AN ALUMINUM BEAM SCREEN IN THE LHC

W. Chou, Fermilab,� P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

H. Ishimaru, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan

Abstract

This paper proposes a cold beam screen made of high

strength, high electrical resistivity aluminum alloy (such as

A7N01) as an alternative to the present LHC design that

is based on a copper co-laminated high Mn content stain-

less steel. The main advantages of an aluminum screen

are: simple manufacturing processes, low cost, elimina-

tion of millions of small slots and of TEM waves, no ad-

hesion problem, no helium leak problem (vacuum tight),

non-magnetic, and others. The available aperture is equiv-

alent to the present design when a non-uniform wall thick-

ness is adopted. A prototype was built to demonstrate the

design and the end connections. Concerns about the multi-

pactoring, electron cloud instability, surface resistance and

cryopumping using anodized aluminum will be addressed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The present design of the beam screen in the LHC uses a

copper co-laminated high Mn content stainless steel. Ref.

[1] proposes an alternative candidate, namely, the high

strength, high resistivity aluminum alloy, such as A7N01

or 7039-T61. (Note: The high resistivity is relative to pure

aluminum and other aluminum alloys.) This paper revisits

this proposal and gives some details in engineering design.

Table 1 is a comparison of the electrical resistivity and

the yield tensile strength of copper (Cu), aluminum alloy

(A7N01) and stainless steel (SS) at 4 K. It is seen that

A7N01 has lower resistivity than SS and higher strength

than Cu. It has been shown in [1] that a 1.5-mm thick

A7N01 tube is mechanically stable during quench and its

e�ect on beam instability can be under control.

Table 1. Electrical Resistivity and Yield Tensile Strength

at 4 K

Material Electrical Resistivity Yield Tensile Strength

(
m) ( MPa)

Cu 5� 10�10 44

A7N01 1:8� 10�8 520

SS 5� 10�7 1500

A preliminary sketch of the cross section of an aluminum

beam screen is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a 1.5-

mm thick aluminum pipe that contains two 3.7-mm di-

ameter cooling holes, four 2-mm wide long slots and four

mini-antechambers, which house the cryopump (such as an-

odized aluminum foils).

�
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II. ADVANTAGES OF AN ALUMINUM

SCREEN

A. Good extrusion characteristics

One may thus design a complex cross section as shown

in Fig. 1. This would simplify the manufacturing process

and provide higher reliability and easier quality control.

B. Low cost

A detailed break-down of the cost estimate has been car-

ried out by the industry. The total (including overhead and

contingency) is about 25 MCHF, which is lower than the

projected cost of the copper-stainless steel design.

C. Elimination of beam-induced rf �elds outside the screen

The beam-induced rf �elds in Fig. 1 would be con�ned

inside the beam screen. Therefore, there will be no TEM

waves between the screen and cold bore.

D. Replacing millions of pumping slots by a few long ones

This would considerably reduce the machine impedance

and simplify the manufacturing process.

E. No adhesion problem

There is no prior experience with the adherence of the

copper to the stainless steel in a 30-year lifetime. This

would no longer be a worry when a single-layer aluminum

tube is used.

F. Non-magnetic

In order to minimize the magnetic susceptibility in a

welded stainless steel pipe, special material (such as the

high N2 - high Mn steel) is needed. The aluminum alloy

does not have this problem.

G. Vacuum tight

The aluminum beam screen system could be made vac-

uum tight provided that the bellows connections between

the screens are vacuum tight. Any helium leak from the

cooling tubes would not get into the beam vacuum.

III. INTER-CONNECTION DESIGN

Figure 2 shows an engineering drawing of the intercon-

nection part. In order to absorb the di�erential thermal

contraction between aluminum and stainless steel, the cool-

ing tubes make several spirals before leaving the beam

screen. The number of welding points is minimized. The

installation procedure is simple. A prototype has been

made for demonstration purpose.



Figure. 1. The cross section of an aluminum beam screen.

Figure. 2. The inter-connection part of an aluminum beam screen.

IV. CONCERNS ABOUT AN ALUMINUM

SCREEN

A. Aperture

During quench, B _B = 300 T2/s. The required thick-

ness of aluminum screen is 1.5 mm. Compared with the

present LHC beam screen which uses a 1 mm thick stain-

less steel tube, there could be an aperture loss of about 1

mm. However, it is known from beam collimation studies

that the most critical part of the aperture limit is along

the diagonal line.[2] Fortunately, the stress in the wall in



this direction is small. Therefore, one may adopt a non-

uniform wall thickness to reduce it from 1.5 mm to 1 mm

near the diagonal region as shown in Figure 3. Thus, the

usable physical aperture of an aluminum screen is equiva-

lent to a stainless steel one.

Figure. 3. A quadrant of a beam screen with non-uniform

wall thickness.

B. Surface resistance

At low frequencies, the concern is about the resistive wall

instability. A 1.5-mm thick aluminum beam screen would

give a growth time of about 11 ms. But this can easily be

damped by a transverse feedback system.

At high frequencies, the concern is about the beam heat-

ing. Because of the anomalous skin e�ect[3], it is not clear

if A7N01 is any worse than copper. A measurement pro-

gram has been established at CERN and data will be made

available soon.[4]

C. Photoelectrons

Photoelectrons may cause two types of problems: mul-

tipactoring and electron cloud instability. Because alu-

minum has higher secondary electron yield than stainless

steel or copper, this is a genuine concern. A solution is to

apply a thin (tens of nm) titanium-nitride (TiN) coating

on the aluminum surface, which LBL is working on for the

LER beam pipe of the SLAC B-Factory.

D. Cryopumping at 20 K

M.G. Rao at CEBAF has demonstrated that anodized

aluminum is a good cryopump for hydrogen and helium at

4.3 K. [5] However, it is not clear if its pumping speed and

adsorption capacity for hydrogen at 20 K could meet the

LHC requirement. Three anodized aluminum pipes will be

shipped to CERN for this measurement.
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